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Multipartite entanglement enables secure and anonymous key exchange between multiple parties
in a network. In particular Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ) states have been introduced as
resource states for anonymous key exchange protocols, in which an anonymous subset of parties
within a larger network establishes a secret key. However, the use of other types of multipartite
entanglement for such protocols remains relatively unexplored. Here we demonstrate that linear
cluster states can serve as a versatile and potentially scalable resource in such applications. We
implemented an anonymous key exchange protocol with four photons in a linear cluster state and
established a shared key between three parties in our network. We show how to optimize the protocol
parameters to account for noise and to maximize the finite key rate under realistic conditions. As
cluster states have been established as a flexible resource in quantum computation, we expect that
our demonstration provides a first step towards their hybrid use for networked computing and
communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum communication has been expanded from the
initially proposed bi-partite key exchange [1, 2] to net-
worked settings [3–6]. One particularly interesting ap-
plication of quantum networks is conference key agree-
ment [7, 8]. In such protocols, multipartite entangled
states are used to realize a key exchange in a quantum
network. It has been shown that such a networked
key exchange is possible by sharing Greenberger–Horne–
Zeilinger (GHZ) states in a network [9]. Their quantum
correlations can be harnessed for establishing a joint key
and for performing verification. In the latter step, an
eavesdropper or any other deviation in the protocol can
be detected, similar to the bi-partite case, making the
protocol secure [7].

Furthermore, the use of multipartite entanglement
made it possible to efficiently realize another security
feature beyond security: anonymity. By exploiting the
particular properties of GHZ states, multiple parties can
communicate in a quantum network with their identit-
ies protected [10]. In other words, a key is exchanged
between a subset of parties of a network while it remains
hidden which parties belong to this subset. Such an-
onymous quantum conference key agreement also allows
verification and thus the detection of deviating parties
or eavesdroppers. There are various implementations of
conference key agreement and its anonymous equivalent
in quantum networks [11–13].

So far, many protocols for conference key agreement
build strongly on the particular correlations of GHZ
states. This raises the question whether multipartite
entangled states other than GHZ states are a suitable
resource for such protocols. This invites the question
whether multipartite entangled states other than GHZ
might be suitable as a resource for such protocols. Of

particular interest with regard to scalability are physical
quantum networks that, due to their topology or physical
hardware, favour building up links in the form of linear
cluster states.

Here, we study the use of linear cluster states as a re-
source for anonymous conference key agreement between
a subset of parties in a larger network. We generate
four-photon cluster states and demonstrate that they
provide a basis for key exchange between three parties of
our network, by implementing a recently introduced pro-
tocol [14]. Specifically, we exchange a key with a length
of about 40 kbit and demonstrate the encryption, sharing
and decryption of a picture over the network. We evalu-
ate the success rates of the protocol for different network
configurations and examine the influence of experimental
imperfections, in particular how the parameters of the
protocol can be adapted to certain noise values.

While we are focusing on a key exchange in a network
of four parties, the protocol can be scaled to anonym-
ous three-partite communication in a larger network. As
such, our work establishes the potential of cluster states
beyond applications in quantum computing [15].

II. PROTOCOL

We start by introducing the main steps of the pro-
tocol [14]. The first step is the creation of the resource
state, a linear cluster state, followed by its distribution
to all parties in the network. Such a linear cluster state
can, in general, be created by each party holding a qubit
in the state |+〉 = 1/

√
2(|0〉 + |1〉), where |0〉 and |1〉 are

the computational basis states. The qubits are then en-
tangled by applying CPhase gates between pairs of neigh-
bouring qubits [16]. Here, the action of the CPhase gate
is CPhase|ij〉 = (−1)ij |ij〉 [17].
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Figure 1. Sharing of the linear cluster state in the network.
a) The general protocol uses three linear cluster states, where
Alice and Charlie have the first and last qubit, respectively, of
the central linear cluster state, which is used for key genera-
tion. The use of three cluster states ensures the anonymity of
all parties (see [14] for details). b) In this work, we generate a
4-qubit linear cluster state acting as the central cluster state
and extract a 3-qubit linear cluster state from it.

In photonic settings, like the one studied here, one of-
ten starts with two-qubit entangled states that are then
fused to a larger cluster state [18]. This cluster state is
then shared in the network such that each party receives
one qubit.

The general protocol for a network with n parties has
been introduced in [14]. Here, we focus on a network with
four parties and aim at exchanging a key between three of
the parties: Alice, Bob and Charlie (ABC). The protocol
now works as follows: We generate a 4-qubit linear cluster
state that is shared within the network. The party not
participating in the key exchange (NP) then performs
a measurement. This measurement effectively removes
their qubit from the 4-qubit cluster state and leaves a
3-qubit cluster state with ABC (see Fig. 1).

ABC measure their qubits in order to generate a key,
exploiting the correlations of the 3-qubit linear cluster
state which is locally equivalent to a 3-qubit GHZ state.
This measurement type is called key generation. As
the exact 3-qubit state between ABC depends on the
outcome of the disentangling measurement of the non-
participating party, ABC perform bitflips conditioned on
that measurement outcome. By measuring a stabilizer of
the linear cluster state, ABC perform verification meas-
urements in order to detect possible eavesdropping at-
tacks. The measurement bases are given in Appendix B.

The protocol not only enables the generation of a secret
key between ABC, but also keeps their identities secret.
Note that the parties are assumed to be honest but curi-
ous, i.e. they follow the protocol but if there is a way of
gaining knowledge about the roles of other parties they
will try to do this. If they follow the protocol applied in
this work, however, they cannot learn anything about the
positions of ABC in the network (apart from what is ob-
vious from the network architecture), not even how many
of them are sitting on the left or right of them [14]. The
non participating parties cannot learn anything about
the identities of the other parties, even if they deviate
from the protocol, as long as they do not collude.

We perform verification measurements in a percent-
age p of the L total rounds. For both the key genera-

tion and the verification setting, we define the fraction of
rounds with the incorrect outcome as Qkeygen and Qverif,
respectively. The success rates of the key generation and
the verification rounds are then given by 1 − Qkeygen

and 1 − Qverif, respectively. The parameter Qkeygen is

an upper bound for the pairwise bit error rates QA,B
keygen,

between Alice and Bob, and QA,C
keygen, between Alice and

Charlie. Qverif allows us to infer the maximal knowledge
that a potential eavesdropper could gain about the key.
In the post-processing steps, error correction and privacy
amplification can be applied to the raw key to receive a
correct and secret key. The number of key bits needed for
those post-processing routines depends on the maximum

of the pairwise bit error rates QA,B
keygen and QA,C

keygen for er-
ror correction and on Qverif for privacy amplification as
well as on the desired level of security εS (see Section 3.2
of [14]).

III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

In our implementation we generate two pairs of en-
tangled photons and fuse them to a four-photon linear
cluster state by applying a photonic CPhase gate [19] on
one photon from each pair. We use polarisation encoding
|0/1〉 = |H/V 〉. A scheme of the protocol implementa-
tion is shown and described in Fig. 2. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 6.

The generated state is characterised using quantum
state tomography and a maximum likelihood estima-
tion [20]. The fidelity at a pump power of 400 mW is
estimated to 79.9 ± 0.8 %. The main source of noise is
higher-order emission of the SPDC sources, which ac-
counts for 4 % of all events. In addition, partial distin-
guishability as well as spectral mixedness affect the two
photon interference at the polarisation-dependent beam
splitter (PDBS) in the implementation of the CPhase
gate.

In our implementation, Alice and Charlie hold the first
and last qubit of the state, respectively, meaning that
either the party holding the second or third qubit is not
participating. In total there exist four experimental con-
figurations, as either measurements in the σX - or σY -
basis can be used to disentangle the parties that do not
participate while preserving entanglement between the
participants. We label those configurations X2, Y2, X3,
Y3, where the letter indicates the type of disentangling
measurement and the number the party removing them-
selves from the network. The choice of the configuration
determines the measurement settings of each party for
the key generation and verification rounds. We meas-
ure all eight measurement settings — one key generation
setting and one verification setting for each of the four
configurations — and determine the success rate for each
setting (see Fig. 3).

For the implementation of the protocol in a realistic
setting, we choose randomly whether key generation or
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Figure 2. Schematic view of the implementation of the pro-
tocol. We generate two pairs of entangled photons in the state
|Ψ−〉 = 1/

√
2(|H〉|V 〉 − |V 〉|H〉). Applying a CPhase gate to

one photon from each pair generates a four-photon cluster
state upon postselection. The four qubits are allocated to the
different parties Alice, Bob, Charlie and a non-participating
party. Polarisation measurements of the qubits can be real-
ised in any basis and thus allow disentangling, key generation
and verification operations.

verification is performed using a biased random number
generator. A single fourfold event is considered a round.
For each setting we integrate over a time of 60 s, which
we call a run containing multiple rounds. At the start of
each run, the biased random number generator indicates
if the next run is a key generation run or a verification
run.

We set p = 10 % and run the protocol; we exchange
41033 bits and use those to encrypt a binary image.
In addition, we measure 3794 rounds for verification.
From the measurements we obtain a success probabil-
ity of (87.76± 0.54) % for the key generation rounds and
(87.01 ± 0.55) % for the verification rounds. Note that
because the random number generator is called only a
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Figure 3. Success rate of key generation and verification
rounds for the four different configurations.

finite number of times, the ratio of verification rounds
from total rounds slightly differs from the value of p.

We use the key to encrypt a binary image by perform-
ing an XOR operation for every image pixel with a bit
from Alice’s key (see Fig. 4). Bob and Charlie can de-
crypt the image using their keys: If the bits of the en-
cryption and decryption key are the same, the original
image pixel is retrieved. However, if due to errors, bits of
the encryption and decryption key are different, this will
result in an incorrectly communicated image pixel. In
our implementation, this noise arises from imperfections
in the state preparation and transmission. As a result,
classical post-processing is necessary because, with an
erroneous key, the sent message will also contain errors.
Error correction. We use low-density parity check

codes (LDPC) to perform error correction (see Ap-
pendix C). First, ABC calculate parity check bits from
the raw key. For this, they use a publicly known sparse
matrix which indicates the raw key bits that have to be
binary added in order to determine each parity bit. Then,
Alice sends her parity bits to Bob and Charlie via a clas-
sical channel. Comparing Alice’s parity check bits with
those obtained from their keys allows them to estimate
which bits were (most likely) subject to noise and there-
fore flipped. The identified bits are then corrected by
flipping them back.

The ratio r between the number of raw key bits and
the number of parity bits is called the code rate and its
chosen value is dependent on the error rate. If r is too
high, meaning if not enough parity bits are used, not
all errors can be corrected. For different values of r and
depending on QA,B

keygen and QA,C
keygen, respectively, the error

can be corrected partially or completely (see Tab. I). For
the keys in this work, all errors could be corrected using
a code rate of r = 0.5. A detailed explanation and the
chosen parameters of the error correction procedure can
be found in the Appendix C.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE PROTOCOL UNDER
REALISTIC CONDITIONS

In a realistic setting, errors in the key could be in-
troduced by an eavesdropper trying to gain knowledge
about the key, thus compromising the security of the
protocol. Therefore, privacy amplification is needed in
addition to error correction. For both error correction

Table I. Ratio of bits different from Alice’s key in the keys
of Bob and Charlie for the raw key and error corrected keys
with different code rates r.

Bob (%) Charlie (%)

raw key 10.37 9.67
r = 2 : 3 10.22 8.88
r = 3 : 5 6.82 0
r = 1 : 2 0 0
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Figure 4. Example for an encryption and decryption with the generated key. a) Alice encrypts a binary image (top) using
the key and sends the encrypted image (bottom) to Bob and Charlie. b) Bob and Charlie use their keys to decrypt the sent
encrypted image. When using the erroneous raw key to do so, the decrypted image deviates from the original. c) After the
application of the error correction method the original image is retrieved using the corrected keys KeyB, cor and KeyC, cor for
the decryption.

and privacy amplification, a fraction of the exchanged
key has to be used. The fraction of the key needed
for those post-processing steps should be small com-
pared to the key length in order to obtain a posit-
ive key rate. It depends on the parameters Qverif and

max(QA,B
keygen, Q

A,C
keygen) as they indicate the level of in-

formation leakage and errors in the key, respectively. If

Qverif and max(QA,B
keygen, Q

A,C
keygen) are too high, no secure

and correct key can be achieved using the post-processing
steps.

The asymptotic key rate (AKR) is an upper bound to
the maximal achievable fraction of the raw key which can
be used as a correct and secure key. For the protocol used
here, it is given by

AKR = 1−h (Qverif)−h
(

max
(
QA,B

keygen, Q
A,C
keygen

))
, (1)

where h is the binary entropy h(x) := −x log2(x) −
(1 − x) log2(1 − x). The binary entropy takes values
between 0 and 1, therefore the AKR has a value between
−1 and 1. A negative value indicates that Qverif and

max (QA,B
keygen, Q

A,C
keygen) are too large and thus the post-

processing steps cannot be carried out.
For finite keys of length L the communication of the

verification rounds and statistical uncertainties in the es-
timation of the errors lead to a smaller ratio of secure
and correct key to raw key. This ratio is called the finite
key rate (FKR). The AKR is the limit of the FKR for
L → ∞. Fig. 5 shows how the choice of the paramet-
ers p and L affect the FKR for the values of Qverif and

max (QA,B
keygen, Q

A,C
keygen) estimated in our setup.

We perform another run of the protocol in the con-
figuration X2 and set p = 2 %. We retrieved 11108
rounds in total, including 10814 key generation rounds
and 294 verification rounds. The estimated values of
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Figure 5. Dependence of finite key rate FKR on the raw
key length L and p. The minimal L at which one can get a
positive FKR with the parameters estimated in this setup is
given by L = 1.46 ·108 when choosing a p = 0.12 %. The blue
line indicates the optimal choice of p for each L, meaning the
value of p at which the FKR becomes maximal for each fixed
L. The optimal p, meaning the p with which the highest FKR
is achieved, becomes smaller the higher L gets. In the limit
of L→∞, the optimal value of p goes to zero. Therefore, the
AKR does not depend on p.

Qverif = (11.2 ± 1.8) % and max(QA,B
keygen, Q

A,C
keygen) =

(9.59 ± 0.28) % correspond to h(Qverif) = 0.507 ± 0.055

and h(max(QA,B
keygen, Q

A,C
keygen)) = 0.456± 0.001, thus lead-

ing to a positive value of AKR = 0.0375± 0.0557.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this work, we demonstrate anonymous quantum
conference key agreement using a linear cluster state. We
showed the encryption of a picture and analysed the se-
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curity parameters in the experimental setup and from
this the finite and (positive) asymptotic key rate. The
change of the network configuration — meaning who be-
longs to the communicating subgroup and who does not
— only requires the change of the measurement settings,
which makes the introduced protocol a feasible and flex-
ible technique of networked communication. This work
widens the range of possible resource states used for such
networked communication tasks. As cluster states are an
important resource in quantum computation, this could
open an avenue to the hybrid use of these resource states
for networked computing and communication.

It will be interesting to extend the given network to lar-
ger states and networks. When going to such larger sys-
tems, questions for an efficient usage of the states arise:
Is it possible to use one resource state for several commu-
nicating parties in parallel? Can parts of a state still be
used if the state was due to losses not entirely transmit-
ted? Furthermore, a detailed study of the noise occurring
in the implementations will be the key to developing ad-
apted protocols.

A challenging task on the way to such larger networks
remains the creation of multipartite resource states. New
techniques in the state generation, such as the use of
quantum dots as on-demand sources [21], could provide
a new avenue to the generation of cluster states and their

use in the context of secure key exchange.
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Figure 6. Experimental setup. We generate two entangled photon pairs by pumping two Barium Borate (BBO) crystals cut
for type-II-spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) with a pulsed Titanium-Sapphire laser (τ = 140 fs, λ = 780nm
upconverted to λ = 390nm, P = 400mW ). The generated Bell pairs are fibre coupled and one photon of each Bell pair is
overlapped at a polarisation-dependent beam splitter (PDBS). This PDBS transmits horizontally polarised photons and reflects
2/3 of the vertically polarised photons. Two further PBDS, one in each output mode of the first, reflect 2/3 of the |H〉 photons
and transmit all |V 〉 photons. All PDBS together form a photonic CPhase gate [19] upon coincidence detection, postselecting
all events which results in one photon per output mode (1/9 of the cases). For each channel a combination of a half wave plate
(HWP), a quarter wave plate (QWP) and polarizing beam splitter (PBS) enables the measurement of the respective qubit in
the necessary bases, followed by an avalanche photo diode for photon detection. The setup generates a state which is locally
equivalent to a four-photon linear cluster state up to local unitaries which we absorb in the measurement bases.
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Appendix B: Measurement settings of the protocol

In our setup, we generated the state |LC ′
4〉 = 1

2 (|HVHV 〉+ |HV V H〉 − |V HHV 〉+ |V HV H〉), which is locally

equivalent to the state |LC4〉 := CZ1,2CZ2,3CZ3,4|++++〉 = 1
2 (|+00+〉+ |+01−〉+ |−10+〉 − |−11−〉). The two

states are related by |LC ′
4〉 = H1X2X3H4|LC4〉. The H denotes a Hadamard gate, the X a Pauli-X-gate and the

indices indicate on which qubit the gates act. The measurement bases for the different configurations are listed in
Tab. II.

Table II. Measurement settings for the different network configurations. The indices 2/3 at the configuration denote which party
is the non participating one and the capital letter in which basis σX/σY the measurement is applied. For each configuration
the measurement setting for each party 1-4 is shown for key generation and verification purposes. Z denotes a measurement
in the σZ basis. The measurements are realised by setting the quarter wave plate and half wave plate to the corresponding
angles. With the notation (angle QWP, angle HWP), these are (45◦, 22.5◦) for X, (45◦, 0◦) for Y and (0◦, 0◦) for Z.

configuration key generation verification

X2 X1X2Z3Z4 Z1X2X3X4

Y2 Y1Y2Z3Z4 Z1Y2X3X4

X3 Z1Z2X3X4 X1X2X3Z4

Y3 Z1Z2Y3Y4 X1X2Y3Z4

Appendix C: Error correction procedure

In order to correct the errors Err(KeyA,KeyB) and Err(KeyA,KeyC) between the key of Alice and the keys of
the other participants, low density parity check (LDPC) matrices are used. Specifically the DVB-S2 standard [22] is
applied providing matrices of the form

H = [H ′|S] (C1)

where H ′ is a sparse matrix of dimension (N − k) × k and S is a staircase matrix of dimension (N − k) × (N − k).
Possible values of N within the standard are 64800 and 16200. Due to the length of the created key the latter one is
chosen. Depending on the error rate a code rate of r = k/N is chosen. A higher r hereby corresponds to less parity
check bits and hence is used for low error rates. In order to correct all errors in Bobs and Charlie’s keys, r is set to
1/2.

Alice divides her key in blocks of k bits and calculates the parity check bits for each block using H. Bob and
Charlie receive these parity check bits over a classical verified channel. At Bobs and Charlie’s site they have now their
respective key containing errors and the check bits of Alice, which are assumed to be transmitted without errors. With
the knowledge of H, Bob and Charlie can correct their errors. For this, the ldpcEncode and ldpcDecode functions
provided by MATLAB are used. For the latter the belief propagation algorithm is chosen [23].


